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Synopsis
Deep learning based denoising can improve signal-to-noise ratio in high b-value di usion imaging. Denoising CNN (DnCNN) model is trained with clean and simulated
noisy patches of b=2000 s/mm2 DWI images from Openneuro database. We applied DnCNN to simulated noisy DWI and prospective DWI at b=2000 s/mm2.Unsharp
masking used during testing to emphasize medium contrast details. Peak signal-to-noise ratio(>32dB) for simulated noisy DWI and image entropy(>7.17) for prospective
DWI obtained after denoising. This denoising can be leveraged to shorten acquisition time by reducing the number of signal averages or increase resolution in through
plane by acquiring with smaller slice thickness.

Introduction
High b-value di usion weighted image (DWI) provides good contrast, improved tissue di usivity and less T2 shine-through e ect. They often su er from low signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) and recti ed noise oor associated with the Rician noise a ects low SNR regions(1). In this work, deep learning based denoising(DnCNN) combined with
unsharp masking is used to denoise high b-value DWI (2,3). DnCNN uses residual learning to separate noise from the noisy input and a single residual unit is used to
predict the residual image.

Methods

The data included 25 DWI with b=2000 s/mm2 ,60 directions,matrix size:128x104, slice thickness:2mm acquired on Siemens Magnetom Skyra 3T scanner taken from
Openneuro public database(4). 60% of the total data were extracted to generate clean and noisy image patch pairs. Noisy patches were generated by adding Rician noise
with known noise levels: σ=0.01, 0.03 and 0.05 respectively. Total 52560 clean and noisy image patches of size 40x40 were used for training DnCNN. DnCNN model in the
current network can accept input of arbitrary size. The network architecture from ref. (2) was used. Linear unsharp masking was used to increase small scale acutance to
emphasize texture and details of the denoised image(3). Training performance of the DnCNN model is visualized through training loss plots for each noise level. 20% of
the total images were used for testing. Unsharp masking with a scaling factor of 0.5 was used only during the testing phase to sharpen denoised image. Peak signal-tonoise ratio(PSNR) was calculated for each noise level of the test image after denoising with respect to clean Openneuro DWI.Prospective DW images of a human volunteer
were acquired on Siemens Magnetom Prisma 3T scanner at b=2000s/mm2 and six directions in axial plane with a slice thickness of 2mm and 4mm, a matrix size of 128 ×
128, TR/TE: 7800/82ms. High b-value DWI acquired with NEX=1 and 2 were denoised using the DnCNN network. Experiment was repeated for two di erent slice
thicknesses. The results were similar to the gold standard DW image of NEX=4 with 4mm slice thickness. Image entropy that re ects the detail in an image was calculated
for test and denoised images of 2mm prospective DWI.

Results and discussion
Figure 1A shows the work ow of DnCNN. Training, testing experiment design of DnCNN is shown in gure 1B. E ect of DnCNN denoising with Openneuro DWI data is
shown in gure 2. Noisy and denoised image segments are magni ed to visualize the signi cant changes after denoising. First and the last column displays input and
denoised images at known noise levels. Figure 3A shows the loss curve during training, indicating high learning rate at di erent levels of noise. Figure 3B shows improved
PSNR values in denoised images compared to their noisy counterparts. We see that the denoised images have increased PSNR as expected and increase with decrease in
noise level. Figure 4 shows DnCNN performance on prospective DWI with slice thickness 4mm, NEX=1,2 and compared with gold standard DWI with NEX= 4 after
denoising. Noisy & denoised parts are magni ed (highlighted with red and yellow square respectively) in second & third columns. Signi cant noise reduction in NEX=1 & 2
images after denoising can be noted and are similar to gold standard image. Also denoised images have increased PSNR. Figure 5 illustrates denoising of 2mm
prospective DWI. As the test image of slice thickness 2mm did not have gold standard reference, image entropy was calculated. An Increase in entropy values is seen after
denoising as expected.

Conclusion
The current work demonstrates denoising of high b-value prospective DWI and images taken from Openneuro database. Irrespective of slice thickness and signal
averages, DnCNN denoising can reduce the noise level in the given input image to the level of clean reference image. This denoising can be leveraged to shorten
acquisition time by reducing the number of signal averages or increase resolution in through plane by acquiring with smaller slice thickness
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Figure 1. (A) DnCNN model and work ow: DnCNN model trained with clean and noisy patches accepts noisy input and extract noise. Denoised image is obtained by
subtracting noise from the noisy input followed by sharpening. * indicates unsharp masking applied only during testing phase for sharpening. (B) Training and testing
experiment design

Figure 2: Visualization of Openneuro high b-value DWI denoising: First column (second row onwards) shows input images with Rician noise at σ =0.01,0.03 and 0.05
respectively. Last column shows denoised images. Noisy & denoised parts are magni ed (highlighted with red and yellow squares respectively) in second & third columns.
Signi cant reduction in noise can be observed in the denoised version.

Figure 3: (A) Training performance with di erent noise levels and epochs. (B) PSNR values for noisy and denoised high b-value DW images from Openneuro database.
Increase in PSNR values with decreasing noise levels can be observed.
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Figure 4: Visualization of prospective high b-value DWI noising: First column shows high b-value DWI with slice thickness 4mm, NEX=1 &2 along with gold standard image
of NEX=4. Last column shows their denoised counterparts. Noisy & denoised parts are magni ed (highlighted with red and yellow squares) in second & third columns.
Signi cant noise reduction in NEX=1 & 2 images after denoising can be noted and are similar to gold standard image (shown in rst row, rst column). Denoised images
have increased PSNR as expected.

Figure 5: First column shows high b-value prospective DWI with slice thickness 2 mm, NEX=1, 2. More noise in test images can be observed with reduction in slice
thickness. Last column shows their denoised counterparts. Noisy & denoised parts are magni ed (highlighted with red and yellow squares) in second & third columns.
Signi cant noise reduction and increase in entropy measures can be noted.
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